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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 The Opportunity

Two major problems in current situation that observed by the team is study

performance been affected by Covid-19 situation and negative emotion caused by

lost connection in activities. Firstly, the situation of switching the study mode

from physical to online mode become a critical challenge to student where they

are facing the problem of difficulty in daily structure plan, and eventually affect

their performance decrease.

The second problem is the negative emotion occupied in student everyday

because government pause most of the activities and implement movement control

order. Staying home all day without any curricular activity might increase the

mental health burden.

1.2 The Description of the Business

STARdys is a productivity application that assist user to focus on their

work. we offer the solution by creating an app to establish a better environment by

providing 2 key features which is “study mode” and “browsing mode” to assist

and convenience the students to overcome the problems. Students can use the

study technique provided by application which is pomodoro technique where they

can improve their time management in study mode. Then, the app also establishes

a tunnel to narrow the gap between students and curricular activities in browsing

mode to reduce negative cycle by interacting with the others through online

curriculum activities.

1.3 Competitive Advantage

STARdys is potential in maintain the consistency and visit rate from user

are guaranteed due to the features provided and generating different layer of

benefit and motivation to encourage the user keep coming back to the app and

form a consistency scenario. The business also using B2B2C model to get mutual

benefit in term of collaborating.

1.4 The Target Market
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STARdys’s main target market is the university students. The distribution

channel allows the business to reach out to targeted market.

1.5 The Management Team

The top management team of STARdys is formed by 4 founders which

include Lee Boon Ben as Managing Director, Benedict Yim Junyou as Marketing

and Sales Manager, Chong Zi Yong as Operations Manager, and Lee Zhi Qi as

Financial Manager.

1.6 Brief Summary of the Financial Projections

The total funding will be RM145,000 by different grant, savings, and

government grant. In the start-up stage, we expect this amount to be used on

general start-up cost and the remuneration for shareholders. In the first year, our

business are expected to operate in loss due to the high start-up cost. However, we

will be operating in profit starting from second years onward.

1.7 Description of What the Business Needs

During the current stage, the business needs key resource to expand the

business to maximize the revenue for business and building a good image by

achieve the vision and mission. To expand the business in the market, our next

goal will seek for more collaborating partners by making use of the resources and

the credit earned.

1.8 Exit Strategy for Investor

The exit strategy which will be going to be adopted are such as strategic

acquisitions and management buyouts which are the most suitable for this

business.
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2.0 THE BUSINESS

2.1 The Description of The Business

2.1.1 The name, logo, and location of the proposed business

Figure 2.1: Business Logo

STARdys, the name was introduced by the Managing Director – Lee Boon

Ben and agreed by all the co-founders. STARdys has similar pronunciation as the

word study. With that said, our company assist the users to have a better

experience in studies, and we would like to encourage students to engage with

study actively.

The “STAR” in our company name represents our unique incremental

system. Company logo must be easy to be recognized and will be closely related

to our services, the design should easily identify. The design tends to be simpler

so that people can recognize the logo easily.
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Figure 2.2: Office Location

STARdys is a technology-based company, big factory is not required to

support daily routine. Instead, we need an office that can carry the general

administrative work. We rent an office in Kampar with 1150 square feet, the

rental fee is RM1500 per month. The address: No 9, Jalan Siswa, Taman Kampar

Siswa, 31900 Kampar, Perak

2.1.2 Nature of Business / Product or Services Offer

STARdys is a productivity application that assist user to focus on their

work. we offer the solution by creating an app to establish a better environment

for study especially during Covid-19. We also identified the problems of

distractions and temptations while studying at home especially during the

pandemic, online studies and self-studies have become less efficient. Besides,

students feel lost connection to the institution, they feel harder to access to the

activities organized by the university. Therefore, the service playing a supporter

role to push students to establish a sense to study in a flexible way stay connect

with each other through other features. At the same time, we support institutions

to provide both curriculum and co-curriculum resources to the students by

offering the technology platform to the institution

2.1.3 Company Missions and Objectives

The company mission is to increase the learning & teaching productivity

for people. Then, the vision is to create a place where everybody take study more
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frequently and more convenience. The main objectives is modernizing the sense

of studying, increase the self-discipline of students, foster the relationship between

institutions and students and assist students by providing a simple and convenient

platform. In term of business, the objectives is to maximize values for

stakeholders, including business partners, and establishing long-term relationship.
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2.2 The Opportunity

2.2.1 Problem to solve or need to be filled

There are two major problems the team had been observing while

establishing the concept of business idea which is study performance been

affected by Covid-19 situation and negative emotion caused by lost connection in

activities.

Firstly, the pandemic problems had brought a paradigm shift to people

from all walks of life, everyone is trapped in a situation where none of them

experience before including the education field such as switching the study mode

from physical to online mode is one of the biggest challenges for students.

Although most of the student acknowledge the fact that online study mode makes

their schedule freer because most of the work is done by online, but having a freer

schedule only makes their daily structure plan even harder because nobody had

experienced this situation before and have no idea what to do such as structure

their study plan with freer schedule. By this circumstance not only affect their

schedule but also demotivate them to study at the same time (Rush, 2020) . After

that, while students are carrying a disordered schedule and demotivated mood will

lead to another problem which is performance in academic decrease. For example,

some of the student lacking motivation every day and causing their grade drop

because all assignment been turned in late (Network, 2020) . There are several

reasons is affecting the academic performance indirectly which is distraction, lack

of online study plan, and cannot focus on schoolwork. Majority of the student

experienced the situation of getting distracted from mobile phone while studying,

frustrating in routine schedule, procrastination, and becoming less motivated with

everything (Ferlazzo, 2020).

In addition, the second problem is negative emotion occupied in student

day to day basis because they lost connecting between each other. Education

ministry advised Malaysian schools postpone all activity and programmes such as

co-curricular activities, training programmes, and celebrating events (Mail, 2020).
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Staying home all day without any curricular activity might increase the mental

health burden such as anxiety, stress, depression, and somatization.

Table 2.1: Mental Health Burden

Source: Aleksandar Kecojevic, Corey H, et al. (2020). The impact of the

COVID-19 epidemic on mental health of undergraduate students in New

Jersey, cross-sectional study: PLOS ONE Publisher.

Research conducted in New Jersey regarding mental health of

undergraduate student during pandemic state that non-freshman is more likely

exhibit increase the level of anxiety compared to freshman. Their emotion is more

vulnerable and facing more academic difficulties which associated with the

increase level of four mental health problems (Aleksandar Kecojevic, Corey H, et

al., 2020) . The research is related to all student around the world including

Malaysia because most of the freshman are facing the same mental health burden

when they are dealing with pandemic problem during online class.

2.2.2 How the proposed business solves the problem or fills the need

The application has 2 key features which is “study mode” and “browsing

mode” to assist and convenience the students to overcome the problem.
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In study mode, students can use the study technique provided by

application which is pomodoro technique where they can improve their time

management by setting timer and complete their task or study by breaking down

the major work into pieces (Mandal, 2020) . By doing this not only assist user to

prevent procrastination but also help them to schedule their daily routine more

effectively in a flexible way to build up their own study environment during

pandemic. Considering motivate the users to visit the app more regularly, rewards

are available for every hour study to keep them active in the application and

creating a virtuous circle because they can use reward to exchange goods like

discount voucher.

On top of that, browsing mode establish a tunnel to narrow the gap

between students and curricular activities. This mainly help student to build up

connection with each other to prevent negative emotion directly and indirectly

such as get to know more people by participating event and take part in different

talk regarding self-help tips to reduce negative mood. To further motivate them

interact in activities, student can also use voucher to get discount in joining fee of

various event. As a saying goes hitting two birds with one stone, students able to

overcome the problem from messed routine to improve their study performance

and reduce negative environment at the same time.
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2.3 Competitive Advantage

2.3.1 Description of the business model

Table 2.2: Business Model Canvas

Key
Partners

Key
Activities

Value
Propositions

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

1. Current
Collaborating
Universities
(UTAR)

1. Develop or
update the
features of the app

2. System
maintenance

Consistency and
visit rate from
user are
guaranteed due to
the features
provided

1. Build-in window for
users to feedback for
bugs and improvement

1. University
students

2. Advertisers

Key Resources Channels
1. Intellectual
properties

2. Student’s details,
academic materials,
and co-curriculum
organizer’s details

Google Play Store

Apple Apps Store

Cost Structure Revenue Streams
1. Direct cost for app development, system maintenance,
intellectual properties and the cost for putting app in
google and apple app store.

2. Indirect cost such as director remuneration, employees’
salaries, administration cost, office rental and utilities
expenses, advertisement, and internet.

1. Subscription fees from apps user

2. Advertisement from other business that put
in STARdys software application

Source: Developed for the research

Key Partners

Key business partners are institutions. As the starting point of our business,

we will approach University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) to discuss and

communicate how our business works, fulfill their needs to achieve win-win

situation for both parties. The discussion will includes seeking for investment,

feedback, and the infrastructure & resources from UTAR. This will be our starting

point of our business and UTAR will be our first partner. After that, we will

continue to collaborate with others famous private institutions such as Sunway
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University, Taylor’s University and so on. The government institutions will be

other choices for us to establish partnership.

Key Activities

The key activities are to create and ensure every feature is running as what

we expected. Therefore, we will have developer to develop or update the features

so that our app will have better user experience. Besides, we will continuously

check out with the system and do maintenance immediately to make sure that our

apps run smoothly all the time.

Key Resources

Key resources in hand including intellectual properties and resources

shared by our key partner such as the general information of student, academic

materials, and co-curriculum organizer’s. All the shared resources will be strictly

protected and is fully responsible by both parties, so the contracts will be signed

by both parties under the witness of law film.

Value Proposition

The two key features like study mode and browsing mode is developed to

meets the targeted market need such as studying and participate activities. Since

university is our target market, they will consistently approach these two key

features until the day they graduate. To further motivate and encourage them stick

to the app, incentives, and reward like discount voucher for event and E-market is

available whenever they are using the app to study. Then, they can learn more

self-help or productivity tips by using the app to deal with their main problem

which is bad learning experience during pandemic period. So, the app is

generating different layer of benefit and motivation to encourage the user keep

coming back to the app and form a consistency scenario.

Customer Relationship

As a business that operate apps 24/7, problems like server down or bug

will affect the customer relationship. Our company establish a build-in window

for users to suggest on improvement and report any bugs or abnormal situation.

Besides, just like how other app do, we will show a pop-up window that seek for
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the users’ rating after they use the app for a period. The feedback will be reflected

in google play store and/or apple app store.

Channel

The apps are offered in two channels which is Google Play Store and

Apple App Store for different Operating System (OS) users. For public users, our

app is free to download, but need to pay subscription fee in order to unlock

premium features. While we offer another channel which is the collaboration

partnership users. In this channel, our collaborating institution can set the login

detail for their students, and students can directly enjoy the features once they

downloaded and login with their details. For example, UTAR student can access

our app’s feature by key in the id and password same as how they login to UTAR

portal.

Customer Segment

In current stage, STARdys’s main customer segment will be the university

students especially the UTAR students. There is no age segment because everyone

can be the student regardless the age. The collaborating partner’s students will

also automatically become our customer base. Besides the students, the advertiser

will be another customer segment because there will be businesses who targeted

students as their customers, and want to do advertisement with our app. With the

value proposition of guarantee return rate of user, external business would be

more confident in implementing advertisement to our app.

Revenue Stream

Generally, STARdys revenue stream is coming from 2 sources, which is

the subscription fees from apps user and the advertisement. Our major revenue

stream is subscription by charging certain amount from students before enjoying

our features provided. However, in the case for our collaborating university such

as UTAR, the money collection will be first collected from them, and/or they will

reflect the fees in students bill, depending on how the contracts was signed. While

for the revenue stream coming from advertisement, since we going to have
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students as our customer base, we could attract advertiser who targeted students as

their customers as well.

Cost Structure

Cost structure includes the direct cost for app development, system

maintenance, intellectual property, and distribution fee. Then, the indirect cost

will be the director remuneration, salaries, administration cost, office rental and

utilities expenses, advertisement, and internet. The starting cost will be higher

compared to other business.

2.3.2 How the business will create sustainable competitive advantages

Unique incremental system for students

Our business idea is generated mainly due to the pandemic, as we

identified the problem that most of the students unable to study well due to stress

and lack of connection. The effect from pandemic was starting from March 2019

in Malaysia until now. Malaysia current practice is to accept the impact of Covid-

19 as the new normal. Therefore, we redefine ourselves as the supporting service

to increase the student’s engagement and to strengthen their mindset to live with

the new normal situation. Assisting the student to get better performance and

generating multilayer of benefit to encourage them as the first mover in the market

will be a strong competitive advantage for the company. More features will be

added in the future to improve the student performance such as providing quiz and

small test.

Visible benefits for key partners

There are three visible benefits for the key partners which is quality of

student increase, reputation increase, and opportunity to generate more revenue

increase. The three benefits is intertwined because when the app from STARdys

does affect partial of the student and make them improve in overall performance,

it will indirectly raise the reputation of the university because using the app might

have a small chance to become better but not using the app do not make them

stupid, which mean the risk is way lower than the opportunity. Hence, the

university could get higher chance to grasp the opportunity of generating more
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revenue with high reputation like recruiting student from popular company and

more collaborating with other business.
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2.4 Current Status and Requirement
2.4.1 Description of where the business stands today and what the business
needs to move forward

Figure 2.3: Projected Milestone Plan

When the business is established, the team need to consider what the

business needs to move forward to achieve more goal and expand in the market.

Based on the projected milestone plan from STARdys, the team has planned

several events for year 2022 that need to be focused on. The milestones start from

the date of receiving the funding for business which is 1 January of 2022.

The first event started with app development project and team building

event because building the foundation is most important before expanding the

business to market, the funding will be used to increase the size of business team

and improve the application to satisfy the user needs. The project started at 2

January 2022 and close in 3 April 2022. Then, the second event will be seminars

and conferences to targeted audiences because it may help the business increase

the relationship between consumer, partner, and the business itself. The date of

seminars and conferences event start at 5 April 2022 until 30 May 2022. After that,

during 15 June 2022, the business is having another event like trade show which

helps in reinforce the business image as a company to lead generation activity

because the event might increase the promotion, advertising, and speaking
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opportunities for the business to more consumer. The project of this big event will

be end in the 6 August 2022.

Moreover, golf event for the business will start at 10 September 2022 until

30 October 2022, this is one of the most favorite events for every organization

because it emphasized in building a relationship in relaxed environment. Thus,

STARdys grasp the opportunity to held golf event for the purpose of relationship

management and looking for the next partner for long term goal of business.

During the end of the year, appreciation event will be held for the business

priorities learning purpose because the event allows the host spend time with their

guests, giving both parties an opportunity spend informal time together to

understand the business even more.

Other than the big event, there are 4 shareholder meetings in each quarter

of the year and 3 board meetings will be held in year 2022 before or after a major

event to review and evaluate the overall performance and brainstorm innovation

idea to improve the business to solve major problem that faced by the company is

specific period. Nonetheless, all the event mentioned above can be held in every

year to sustain the business image and enhance the marketing strategy, therefore

STARdys list down the necessary big event in projected milestone plan for

business venture.
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3.0 INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

3.1 Industry Description

3.1.1 Industry trends

STARdys was considered as technology-based company. Our business

nature is to develop a software application to solve problem. The impact of

pandemic had forced the institutions to conduct teaching & learning process with

technology. Regarding the concern on whether to reopen the schools or not, the

decision should be flexible and responsive (Jin, Y.W. & Wang, Z.N., 2020).

Another research on the worldwide public opinion regarding online

learning shows that the public shows highest concern on ‘learning support’ (Asare,

A.O., Yap, R., Truong, N., & Sarpong, E.O., 2021). With that said, the teaching &

learning process by using the technology is already a trend especially our country

is on the way to accept the pandemic as ‘new normal’.

Figure 3.1 Primary Resources Statistic

Based on the survey, the respondents is being asked regarding their needs

for further online learning support. Majority of respondents answer that they need

this kind of support as they feel the support is not enough, or they are just still

unable to adapt to the online learning.
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Figure 3.2 Primary Resources Statistic (Continued)

The questionnaire also includes the test about our product acceptance.

There is 61.7% of them express their willingness to try our product to gain support.

Meanwhile, 17.4% of them don’t want to try. In overall, the market is generally

needing more software supports, and thus, this reflected the trend of universities

student that the online learning support software is indeed their needs.

3.1.2 Industry Size

Figure 3.3 Tertiary school enrollment, percent of all eligible children

Source: Malaysia: Tertiary school enrollment

According to the research conducted to all Malaysia’s children that is

eligible to enroll tertiary school, we can see that there is more than 40% of eligible

children choose to continue studying after secondary school from year 2015 to

2019 (The global economy.com, 2022). With that said, there is at least 40% of
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teenagers will be our target to serve, and that will be our industry size. Moreover,

a report from New Straits Time on 2019 indicates that there are almost 1.3 million

Malaysian youths are pursuing tertiary education, by which 500000 are in 20

public universities and more than 600,000 are registered in 467 private higher

learning institutions.

3.1.3 Industry attractiveness

Porter’s Five Forces Theory is one of the most popular methodologies in

analyzing the industry attractiveness. Hence, STARdys will examine the

attractiveness with this model as follow. From the overall score, this industry is

considered growing.

Table 3.1: STARdys’s Industry Attractiveness (Five Forces Theory)

Competitive Forces Low Moderate High

Bargaining Power Of Buyers √

Bargaining Power Of Suppliers √

Threat Of Substitution √

Threat Of New Entrants √

Rivalry Within Industry √

Source: Developed for the research

Bargaining power of buyers

The main buyer is students, by which they pay the subscription fees to the

university directly. However, the one who can really bargain directly with us is

the institution, Although the students can reach out to STARdys with different

channel but the one holding the right for bargain is the university. Besides, for our

collaborating partners’ students, they will not be able to switch the product since

the payment is compulsory already and thus switching cost is not applicable.

Therefore, the bargaining power of buyers is considered low.

Bargaining power of suppliers

The bargaining power of suppliers for STARdys is relatively high because

there are only few institutions are having the large student’s base. We need their
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resources and support to sustain our business. Therefore, our app would need to

make different adjustments to achieve both parties’ needs.

Threat of substitution

Substitution is defined as whether our customer could find the similar

product to replace our product or not. Since our app is the online learning support,

the only replacement is the more advanced technology such as the Metaverse

concept. Metaverse concept can fulfill the needs of learning support and allow

students to interact each other just like how daily basis do. However, people still

unable to feel the sense by the existing Virtual Reality (VR) technology and so far,

the conceptual world unable to support multiple people. Besides, the route to

make the cost of VR devices affordable is challenging. Therefore, this kind of

substitution was considered moderate.

Threat of new entrants

Even though in the industry analysis, the needs of this kind of online

learning support are existed and yet to be fulfilled, but most of the software

developers will goes into the same marketing strategies by collaborating with the

universities. STARdys can always plug in the features depending on students and

university’s needs. Therefore, the new entrant will only be our threat if our app

did not satisfy our existing partners and students. Besides, the cost of entering

high-tech is high, and this is the high entry barrier. In overall, the threat of new

entrants considered low due to high entry cost and hard to get partners.

Rivalry within industry

In the market, there are some existing apps that can achieve our features

provided. Forest app is already an existing app that having the study mode

function, while Silverlake’s Hi-hive app served variety of functions that support

online teaching & learning includes event, attendance, and e-marketplace.

However, our application serves pretty much the same as Hi-hive did but with

better consistency and return rate from user. Other than that, the study mode is

playing a role to assist student to improve their performance, and this will become

the key to outstand Hi-hive. Thus, the rivalry force is considered moderate.
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3.1.4 Profit potential

Profit potential is depending on the supply and demand. As the industry

analysis part mentioned that the company had went through research from both

primary sources and secondary sources. The secondary source of data prove that

the needs of the online learning support tools is the main concern of the learner

and teacher. Another research shows that flexible learning mode is the most

suitable choice amidst Covid-19. That research proved the needs is existed, and

market is demanding for the online learning support. While for supply, the

existing direct competitors would be Forest app and Hi-hive app, and Microsoft

could be another potential competitor that might supply and fulfill this market

needs. However, our respondents claims that they are not using any online study

applications to help them in online learning. Therefore, the supply is currently not

predominant the market in Malaysia. The following is some useful statistics

collected.

Figure 3.4: Survey Question
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Figure 3.5: Survey Question

Figure 3.6: Survey Question
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3.2 Target Market

STARdys’s main target market is the university students as all the features are

mainly created to assist students in online learning and also to increase their

interactions within activities. Since the university students is already above the

age of 18, they will be responsible for deciding which institution to go and plan

for the money spent to complete their studies, hence, parent will not be taken into

the consideration even though some of the parent is the payers. The noteworthy

things are since we are in the B2B2C business model. With that said, even though

we are attempting to fulfill the needs and collecting money from the universities

base on the contracts, they are not considered as our target market because the

nature objective the partnership is to work together to fulfill the students’ needs.

3.2.1 University Students

Based on the industry analysis, we identified the needs of the online learning

support in this market. Therefore, our app fulfills the needs on the online learning

support by provide variety of features to support the students. The problem

statements indicates that students find it harder to cope with the online learning,

such as temptation, stress, low motivation and so on. Our app’s study mode

support them to focus on their study and we do provide some incentives to

motivate them. Besides, the feature regarding curriculum and co-curriculum

allows them to participate the event easier. In short, our app is purely designed for

students to fulfill their needs since they are our targeted market.
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3.3 Competitive Position within Target Market

Table 3.2: Competitor Analysis Grid

Name Your company
name (STARdys)

Competitor 1
(Forest)

Competitor 2
(Hi-hive)

Product features -Pomodoro
technique in study
mode, including
friend,
achievement, stars
reward

-Customization list
in term of
curricular
activities

-Marketplace, scan

-Article sharing
for productivity
tips in word form
and video form

-Forest (pomodoro
technique)

-Side features
including tags,
timeline, friends,
achievement,
news, and setting

-Lifestyle
community
ecosystem

-Community Blog

-Scan hive

-Marketplace

-Social chat

Brand-name
recognition

Low Moderate Moderate

Access to
distribution
channels

High High High

Quality of
products/services

High High Moderate

Market segment B2B2C B2C B2B, B2C

(Adapted from: Barringer, B.R., &Ireland,R.D.(2008). Entrepreneurship:
Successfully launching new ventures (2nd Ed.). New Jersey: Pearson)
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4.0 MARKETING PLAN

4.1 Service Feasibility Analysis

4.1.1 Full description of the service offer

The first key feature of this software application pomodoro technique in

“study mode”. The study mode helps student to nourish and build up the

productivity habit and self-discipline as well as stimulate the potential of each

student with various of mindset, knowledge, methods, and tools provided. This is

because there are tons of knowledge should be explored by every student

especially when they are achieving academy as undergraduate student.

Figure 4.1: Pomodoro Technique (Study mode)

As the figure above represent the pomodoro where the app users can set a

specific timer they wish to work or study, when the timer start, a star will grows

depending on how long the time is being set such as 1 hour for 1 star growth and

half hour for growing half of a star. However, users are not able to leave the

window of their device during countdown or else the star will disappear and

considered as fail. The moment they leave the window before the countdown

become zero, a banner will pop up with quote like “You can do it, don’t give up”
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to motivate them keep going. This technique assists student to stay focus and

prevent unnecessary distraction to keep their productive. Pomodoro technique is

proven by tons of research that does really improve user study performance. It was

invented in 1990s by Francesco Cirillo – an entrepreneur that noticed that while

facing large amount of task, breaking it down with several part could be done

more effectively and keep their attention prolonged. A small break is a must

between each study time because it is critical to overall productivity. (Prem, 2022)

To further motivate user to use our app in study and work, incentives is

provided to the user who accumulate certain amount of “star” with their study.

Accumulated star can be used to exchange University’s E-market discount

voucher or discount fee in curriculum activities from browsing mode (different

goods based on different university) such as getting RM 2 discount voucher

certain workshop event with 60 stars as exchange. Also, the accumulated star can

be used as a benchmark of marks to students because this will motivate student in

studying even more while using the application. For example, tutor can give

students extra marks based on their star collected as a reward to motivate them in

studying. To prevent users, abuse the system in gaining more star, our group will

make sure the app has limited daily star gaining such as only 5 star available no

matter how long they study for a day.

Second key feature is “browsing mode” for activities, it helps to connect

the curriculum activities to students. During the pandemic, majority of the

curriculum’s activities is postponed and reduced which makes student become

more passive in looking for new curriculum activities. Hence, the first feature

mainly focuses in helping student to reach various of activities more easily that

organized by different department through the app. Instead of searching email

notification endlessly, students could checkout browsing mode and scroll for

different type of activities that posted by department.
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Figure 4.2: Curricular Activities Board (Browsing mode)

As the figure above shown the perspective from student while browsing

the app to discover latest activity posted by the departments. By doing this not

only helping the university to promote their curriculum activities but also cultivate

a better environment fill with positivity and productivity and prevent more

negative that brought by the pandemic while staying home study. While entering

the activities that posted in the app, they can immediately check out for activities

information detail like date, time, organizer, USSDC point, and platform link of

the event such as Zoom or Microsoft team. Lower part will be filled with activity

description and student are free to choose whether they would like to register or

press “Cancel” go back browsing mode to discover other curriculum activities.

Student can choose preferred category during registration and most of the news

and notification will be sent to them based on their preference.
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Figure 4.3: Productivity tips (side feature)

The app also provides side feature like productivity and self-help tips to

assist student understand more of the knowledge, tools, and methods to become

better student. Establishing a suitable and right mindset is playing utterly

significant role because enroll from secondary school to university is a huge leap

for student and they are no longer bind with fix timetable as well as old studying

lifestyle, it is also the most vulnerable time in controlling mindset with way more

free time than expected.

The app will always update latest studying tips through article in many

forms such as image, video, and voice to share more knowledge like Todoist,

Notion, Adobe Acrobat, Slack, Adobe XD and so on. Hence, having a right

mindset and well-prepared strategy help students to become more confident to

deal with the study problem. Our app is trying to collect all useful study mindset

and knowledge as well as study tool to increase the student’s productivity and

cultivate a more positive environment for them. Also, the app provides special

feature like “ambient-sound” and “soft music” for the student while they are using

the pomodoro study to help them more focus, and it is all up to their choice to

study with or without the background sound. According to research, studying

when listening to ambient sound or music help in decrease total stress and anxiety
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while enhancing the performance as well as increase brain function with focus.

(Exodis, W. 2020).

Figure 4.4: QR-Scan (side feature)

Another side feature is available which is QR-scan, this is because a lot of

students will forget to scan attendance in their daily class. To improve the

situation of student keep forgetting to scan attendance, STARdys app will

implement a offline mini timetable for student when they click inside the “Scan”

icon. For giving an example, when the student first enters the QR-scan, the app

will lead him to form his own timetable based on current semester, so that they

can fill in and set as an alarm to remind themselves whenever it is time for

scanning attendance. The notification will pop out twice when the class start and

class end. Hence, student do not need to waste time or effort to remember the

scanning because they already have a mini alarm for scanning attendance.

4.1.2 Concept testing
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To further understand the service feasibility of STARdys and improve the

user experience. The company decide to conduct a concept testing to evaluate the

outcome of the test for implementing new strategy. While receiving the survey

from 201 respondents, the company also look for 15 strangers and conduct a

meeting with them to display the STARdys app prototype and sharing the concept

of overall business idea. Then, the company also request for their feedback in e-

mail form, the participants in this test including 14 students and 1 lecturer. We

conclude all the feedback and distinguish into using experience part and

suggestion part to improve the app.

Firstly, most of the participants is satisfied in the overall using experience

when prototype is shown, they enjoy the study vibe from the app and easy to use.

Then, 5 of the participants mentioned that the study features did help them

improve their productivity and reduce temptation or distraction from mobile

phone. Some of the respondents think the pop out notification when exit window

helps them increase self-awareness and reposition their mind to focus on study.

Also, the “star” reward allows them to exchange the discount voucher increase the

using experience even more.

In term of suggestion to improve the app, most of the participants gave

very useful suggestion to enhance the STARdys app to increase the value

proposition. The lecturer suggested the company improve the technical

functionality and market adaption. Then, she also suggested to enforce the part

where differentiation among the competitor – Hi-hive to increase student

performance therefore the company can outstand the competitor. Furthermore, 2

of the participants suggested the app to implement quiz test for student based on

their preference and to improve performance because it will directly link to what

they study during the current semester. Finally, another participant suggested

productivity tips could be done in newsletter instead of article because newsletter

is having less word compared to article. It could encourage the student reading

behavior even more.
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4.2 Pricing Strategy

The business bases the pricing depends on how much the customer

believes the product worth by doing marketing techniques to know their

perspective such as asking the feedback from survey and add “perceived value” to

service. Thus, the pricing strategy for the business is value-based pricing because

this pricing model is suitable for business that offer unique services or products.

4.3 Channels of Distribution

To ensure most of the user could download the application, it will

distribute in Apple App Store and Google Play Store so that user with Android

and Apple do not need to worry about they cannot download while using another

OS system. Products from Apple like Mac, iPad, iPhone can find the STARdys

application through visit the Apple App Store. Then, products with Android OS

can get the application from Google Play Store.
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4.4 Promotions and Advertising

4.4.1 Discount vouchers

Limited voucher will be served on every week for user to exchange like

RM 2 discount in E-Market products and RM 5 discount in joining fee of

curricular events. The voucher is distributed with first come first serve form and

will be update every day. Every user will get opportunity to get the vouchers

because they need to use the star gained from study features to exchange like 30

stars for a RM 5 discount voucher and 15 stars for a RM 2 discount voucher.

4.4.2 Marketing events

The business also values offline marketing event a lot which will increase

the speed to achieve advertising objective effectively. Several events will be held

or participated by the company including seminars and conferences, trade show,

golf event, and sponsorship event to sponsor other business to expand the

popularity of STARdys.

4.4.3 Online advertisement

Online advertisement is necessary to the business especially the service

offered is through application. As Instagram slowly became one of the largest

social media platforms, we will promote the application through establishing an

account to post pictures and videos to attract more consumers. Other than that, the

company will spend specific amount of money every year to boots online

advertisement through Instagram system to increase exposure rate and attract

more people notice the application. Then, same movement will be done in

Facebook because majority of the user still using Facebook as their main social

media platform, by doing this enable the company to make the effectiveness of

marketing double or triple by running online advertisement in different platform.
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5.0 PRODUCTION PLAN/ OPERATION PLAN

5.1 Method of Service Delivery

Figure 5.1: Method of Service Delivery

The figure above shows the flow of how service is delivery from backend

coding to launching the product to user. Firstly, development environment is

where the developer conduct coding project as back-end data. Then, all the data

and information will be saved as a docker image to docker container to store them

as a file. After that, docker container will send the docker image (data and

information) to azure container register as known as cloud storage where the place

mainly stores most of the data and important information from the app. Next,

azure container instances in charge of hosting azure app service and bring those
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data from azure container register to azure app service which mean invert all the

coding data become visualize in many forms such as image, music, word, and

video. Then, azure app service will display all the viable data in various form to

mobile application, mobile application will constantly send back API call means

retrieving request from client in data form back to server. Finally, the mobile

application will be launch in the app store, during this time the development

environment could update the patch and amend straight to app store for

communicating with consumers.
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5.2 Availability of Qualified Labor Pool

The company is having quality pool from four position which is Managing

Director, Sales and Marketing Manager, Operations Manager, Financial Manager,

and two board of advisors in charge of providing advice in Human Resource

Management field and Information Technology (I.T) field.

5.2.1 Managing Director

Managing Director is responsible to lead the team and brainstorm

innovative idea to execute task allocated by the team. Then, Managing Director

need to collect advice and feedback from different department to evaluate strategy.

After that, Managing Director is encouraged to involve in app development

project with Board of Advisor in Information Technology field to maintain overall

work progress.

5.2.2 Sales and Marketing Manager

Sales and Marketing Manager is responsible for exploring and

implementing marketing plan to make the marketing strategy more effectively.

After establishing the marketing plan, sales performance and strategy need to be

execute and meet the expectation from marketing plan.

5.2.3 Operations Manager

Operations Manager is playing an important role in connecting every

department to make the task done within specific period without any clashing to

improve the efficiency for entire company. Operations Manager mainly also take

part in maintaining working project and arrange timetable for different situation.

5.2.4 Financial Manager

Financial Manager mainly in charge in controlling financial performance

like maximize revenue and minimize cost. After that, Financial Manager need to

implement financial plan to forecast risk and opportunity then generate report to

director then make decision.
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5.2.5 Human Resource Advisor

The advisor for Human Resource Department not only provide strategic

advice for business plan but also involved in staffing and recruiting event to

connect the operations department and team building event. Although the advisor

will not directly control the department, but they will generate mind map for

planning, implementing, and evaluating as report to assist director make better

decision.

5.2.6 Information Technology Advisor

The advisor in Information Technology field mainly take part in app

development project and provide advice to Managing Director like discussing

amendment or update by giving advice report and solution to make the application

better to meet the consumer needs. Then, the advisor will also help Financial

Manager to evaluate the feedback from customers and improve the customer

service for quality control.
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5.3 Business Partnership

5.3.1 Type of business partnership

The type of business partnership for STARdys is limited partnership where

there is at least one partner taking full responsibility for the entire business and

one or more limited partner provide money but did not involve in any business

managing activities. The limited partner only invest money into the business for

financial returns as profit and do not take any responsibility for business debt or

liabilities. When the limited partner more than one will share the return as profit

but cannot lose more money than what had been invested or else may not be

qualified for pass-through taxation. On the other side, the general partner in

partnership has absolute right to control the business and having whatever

percentage that is allocated in agreement. For example, if UTAR collab with

STARdys in limited partnership, STARdys would be the general partner and

UTAR is limited partner that invest money on the business and get return as profit.

Then, the business is control by directors of STARdys to manage the entire

operations activities.

5.3.2 Purposes of business partnership

Earning profit by achieving mutual benefit is not only the purpose in

limited partnership. There are several advantages and purpose for limited

partnership which includes tax assessed to partner instead of partnership, it can

reduce the double taxation and able to offset the tax effect against other income.

Then, the profit allocation in limited partnership is more flexible like agree on the

how the profit be allocated, unlike traditional partnership where require a rigid

allocation of profit to shareholders. Moreover, being in the limited partnership

business have more flexible structure and rules so that both parties will not bind

by complicated structure.
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5.4 Quality Control

5.4.1 Classify the bug

Differentiate the bug and arrange the priority to solve it from application

because there are two type of bugs which is “critical” and “non-critical” bug

where critical bug will affect the entire software application by causing errors and

crashes. Then, non-critical bug only causes some tiny problem which making

dissatisfactory in overall experience. Hence, the developer must prioritize in

solving critical bug to prevent system crash in the application.

5.4.2 Automation

In software application back-end work, that is impossible for the developer

to catch every single bug in their work because it is an endless work. To make the

work more efficiency, the team will use automated tool like MyCrowd QA to

handle the work. Therefore, the developer could pay more attention in other part

so that more work can be done. Applying automation can take the problem out of

the list and proceed to better project.

5.4.3 Marketplace monitoring

Taking care of the internal factor is not enough in controlling the quality,

STARdys team is putting effort in monitoring the distribution channel which is

App store. The reviews and comment section are the first thing that establish an

impression and letting everyone know what is going on with the app, one single

bad review might hurt the company in a way where nobody can expect. So, the

team is encouraged to open private form of channel like social media page to let

user update their opinion and feedback to the app situation without risking the

one-star review appear in App Store because user cannot find other place to

express their emotion.

5.4.4 Test, test, and test

After establishing a good impression in marketplace, the developer needs

to test the app even more to know the latest critical bug and errors. This is because
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testing the app continuously will indirectly improve the app overall experience

and make it become better so that the company could promise the potential of the

app in long term. The developer should be responsible in setting up system to test

every new update and new features for long-term success of the app.

5.4.5 Do not let user run the app

Although the feedback and opinions from user is important and should be

collected and evaluated by the decision maker but it does not mean they should let

the user rule over their app. This is because it is equally significant for the

business does not lose sight of their objective and vision for the app. While listen

to the user feedback, decision maker must understand and able to distinguish

which opinion should be taken and which are not.

5.4.6 Take notes

The work for developing and testing app is complicated and numerous.

The developer will go through various of project and manage them at the same

time, it is a basic to ensure developer jot down every single detail from different

project because it may keep the entire team in a clear line of communication.

Taking notes will help the developer not missing every single step and prevent

duplicate work from other department.
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5.5 Customer Support

5.5.1 Social media platform

The company will always update the latest news regarding app condition

and welcome all the user leave their comments as feedback to assist the

department brainstorm more innovative idea to overcome problem or make the

app become better. Collecting and evaluate feedback from user through social

media platform can prevent the problem of affecting company image because it

considered as more private channel to communicate with their consumer

compared to listing 1 star review in the App Store showing the problem of the app

to everyone visit the app.

5.5.2 In app feedback

The company also implemented in app feedback while using the STARdys

app which will send to the company email directly. The user can go to setting and

find the feature “feedback and comment” to leave their opinion is overall user

experience and let the company know what is going wrong in specific part so that

the problem can be overcome more effectively.

5.5.3 Distribution Channel (App Store)

Google Play Store and Apple App Store is considered as a platform for

customer support because user can send their opinion to the comment section

under the app and rate the star represent their satisfaction. However, distribution

channel is opposite to social media platform because it is more formal and directly

by showing what is wrong with the current patch of the app and did not let the

company to have any opportunity to solve the problem.
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6.0 MANAGEMENT TEAM

6.1 Management Team

6.1.1 Managing Director

Figure 6.1: Photograph of Management Team (Lee Boon Ben)

Lee Boon Ben is the Co-Founder and Managing Director of the team. He

was assigned to be the Managing Director of the business. He is also the one who

established and suggested the initial concept of the business - STARdys. Due to

his management experience from previous company – Point Star Pte Ltd, he

adapted the management abilities such as forward planning, strategic thinking,

problem solving and decision-making with cloud transformation to take lead and

improve the business idea.

To ensure the business idea progress and potential to enhance, he also in

charge in representing group discussion as well as negotiating with other parties

like technology team and financial team. He understands the most on this business

idea and he is passionate on making this business idea work with the team. Lee

Boon Ben is fresh graduate from University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) of

Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) Entrepreneurship. His technical

expertise is prototyping and build up the software blueprint to improve the idea

progress. His goal is to help the team to achieve mission and vision by creating a

business that fits current trend as well as promise the future.
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6.1.2 Marketing and sales Manager

Figure 6.2: Photograph of Management Team (Benedict)

Benedict Yim Junyou is one of the Co-Founder of the business, his

nationality is Malaysian and assigned to be the Sales & Marketing Manager of the

business group. Benedict cultivated good communication skills that allow him to

participate and maintain a long-term relationship with everyone he met. Also, he

in charge of marketing event like planning, arranging, executing, and observing

the entire process for marketing plan with the Managing Director. This is because

his management experience from previous job as advertiser from company I-Gen

XYZ allow him to exert the management abilities such as editing advertisement

videos, multiple languages converting, and implement marketing plan as

advertiser. His technical expertise is mastering the editing application for better

marketing effect like using Adobe Photoshop to design banner and poster, Adobe

Premier Pro for video editing and Adobe After Effect. He is the fresh graduate

from University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) of Bachelor of Business

Administration (Hons) Entrepreneurship.
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6.1.3 Operations Manager

Figure 6.3: Photograph of Management Team (Chong Zi Yong)

Chong Zi Yong is also one of the Co-Founder and assigned to be the

Operation Manager for the business. Chong Zi Yong priority objective is to create

the highest level of efficiency for business overall performance by implementing

various of strategy to ensure the progress flow. Due to his management experience

as personal assistant in Vinsure Management Services which focus on recruitment

and training, daily task arrangement, business development and customer service.

By doing this enable him to appoint the position of Operation Manager where

require the management ability of operations management such as converting

labor, running business practices, as well as implementing task arrangement. His

working experiences covered the HR & Admin before pursuing studies and during

the internship. His technical expertise is training employee and running business

flow by using apps such as Notion to get everyone in the team connected and up

to date for latest news. His nationality is Malaysian and fresh graduate from

University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) of Bachelor of Business

Administration (Hons) Entrepreneurship.
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6.1.4 Financial Manager

Figure 6.4: Photograph of Management Team (Lee Zhi Qi)

Lee Zhi Qi was assigned as Co-Founder and Financial Manager in the

business. His priority objective in the group is manage the financial plan and

cashflow project. He in charge of taking care of the business’s financial

perspective and focus on the profitability of the overall business. His management

experience comes from the previous job as administration and financial assistant

in N&A Excellence Trading Sdn Bhd which help him to establish a foundation

knowledge of management ability to consolidate and manage the finance part in

the business as Financial Manager. His technical expertise is adapting the

professional knowledge in accounting and financing management to evaluate all

the cost needed and decide the pricing of the business idea. His thoughtfulness and

sensitive to finance make him to be the best suit of managing the company’s

finance. He is the fresh graduate from University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR)

of Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons) Entrepreneurship.
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6.2 Board of Advisors

Board of advisors is a group of professionals in different field to provide

useful advice to enhance the company overall performance in term of company

management as well as decision making. The board is informally formed and

selected by the Managing Director – Lee Boon Ben, to assist the team for more

insights and generate idea.

Figure 6.5: Photograph of Advisor (Daniel Lim)

Daniel Lim is one of the Board of Advisors and assigned to assist

Managing Director in developing the technology work such as update features of

software application and insert latest technology tool to increase the effectiveness

for user experience. While the business keep growing each year, more database

and storage need to be amended so that Daniel will be the one take lead to

establish project in report to assist Managing Director to make decision which

prioritize in maximize the business’s revenue and minimize expenses.

Figure 6.6: Photograph of Advisor (Kok Jian Dong)

Kok Jian Dong is another advisor selected by Managing Director to take

part in giving advice on Human Resource Management. This is because Human
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Resource playing an utterly significant role in helping business to achieve the goal

more efficiently. Hiring correct people might help the company save half of the

time, money, and even effort to achieve their goal. Kok Jian Dong is experienced

in the field due to his previous experience working in team Human Resource

Management. He will advise all possible plans for the business to evaluate new

strategy to meet the needs. Then, he also expert in creative recruiting like

organizing event to recruit experienced volunteer and students to help other

department for business developing. He is the fresh graduate from University

Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR) of Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons).

Daniel Lim and Kok Jian Dong have one similarity which is they are not

only living out with being an advisor but also very passionate in helping the

business grow so that they will try their best to brainstorming new innovative idea

to meet the user’s need.
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6.3 Key Professional Service Provider

Key professional service is another crucial factor to maintain the

performance of a business especially law firm is playing an important role to

protect the company and maintain the business safeguard in long term. The

Managing Director – Lee Boon Ben decide to hire professional service provider in

law field to ensure the safeguard of the business and promise the future

opportunities. The company provide several services like commercial litigation or

dispute, commercial transaction, and commercial litigation resolution. By doing

this will protect the business internally and externally with wide range of business

disputes (CO., 2022).

Company Name: CHERN & CO. COMMERCIAL LAWYERS

Address: Publika, Block C4-U3A-13, No.1, Jalan Dutamas 1, Solaris Dutamas,

Mont Kiara, 50480, Kuala Lumpur

Phone number: 03-6419 9511
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7.0 COMPANY STRUCTURE, INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY, AND OWNERSHIP

7.1 Organizational Structure

Figure 7.1: Organizational Structure of STARdys

Managing Director

Managing Director serve as the director of the organization which is

responsible to lead the whole team to achieve the business sustainability. He is

encouraged to lead and execute tasks from the company with everyone in the

organization. At the same time, he is the long-term strategy formulator, and he is

coordinating the whole team so that the organization are move toward the same

goal. Lastly, he often involved in app development project with Board of Advisor

to maintain the workflow in Information Technology.

Sales & Marketing Manager

Sales & Marketing manager take responsible of exploring team strategy

through implement marketing plan. This is because major source of income from

the business is highly depending on the sales & marketing department. Under this

department, a strong business analyst is needed because it is a service-based

product and require consistent improvement to satisfy various consumer needs.
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Benedict will ensure the customer relationship management system is always

ready to collect the market information in a rapid way.

Operation Manager

As an Operation Manager, Chong Zi Yong in charge of maintaining the

quality of service provided day by day. Other than that, he is taking part in

managing the daily workflow such as creating project within specific period to

arrange everyone in the company done their part and not clash each other. Last but

not least, he will constantly discuss latest situation in term of IT field with Board

of Advisors to enhance the user experience by implementing new project.

Finance Manager

Finance Manager mainly focus setting up the budget wisely by using

different strategy to maximize revenue and minimize cost from business. A

successful business is expected to spend and earn wisely. As finance manager, Lee

Zhi Qi knows that he shall review the cost of every activity and evaluate how to

spend them well. He also responsible to conduct managerial accounting and

communicate to the top management.

Board of Advisors

Board of Advisors not only assisting the decision making but also provide

their professional expertise in different field such as Human Resource

Management and software development. Kok Jian Dong take part in connecting

the staff and other department such as recruiting new top talent and provide them

project under operating management. Then, Daniel Lim will assist Financial

Manager to collect customer feedback and develop STARdys application to meet

the market demands.
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7.2 Legal Structure

The legal form of organization for STARdys is partnership which is

having two or more party participate to carry on business to get benefit. However,

the relationship between both parties did not involve protect partners from liability.

The relationship between both parties will be at least one partner taking full

responsible for the entire business (STARdys) and another partner provide money

or the way to generate revenue for business. Furthermore, it is crucial for the silent

party lose more money than they were invested because when the business in a

decline stage and lost money will affect the relationship and lost the status as

partner at the same time.

Table 7.1: STARdys’s Shareholders

Name Position Capital

Contributed

(RM)

Capital

Contributed (%)

Lee Boon Ben Managing Director 5,000 25

Chong Zi Yong Operation Manager 5,000 25

Lee Zhi Qi Finance Manager 5,000 25

Benedict Yim JunYou Marketing Manager 5,000 25

Cradle Investment Programme (CIP) 120,000 -

UTAR Young Entrepreneur Start-Up Scheme 5,000 -

Total: 145,000 100
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7.3 Intellectual Property

Copyright

Firstly, copyright is a legal right granted to the business (STARdys) like

the work and how the system run in overall performance. The copyright applied

will subsist during the life of the author plus 50 years after his death. For example,

the artistic work inside STARdys like article and music will grant for protection

from counterfeit. The total fee of copyright will be RM 605 includes notification

of copyright in a work, work by representative, administration fee, amendment

notification, examination, certification, other notifications.

Trademark

After that, trademark is legal right grant for logo, name, symbol, three-

dimensional design, or combination of all. This will prevent the idea of business

logo and name steal by the other organization for their own benefit. The total fee

for trademark will be RM 8000 including the preliminary application and search,

entire registration progress, examination for different type of trademark,

documentation, as well as filing for authorities. The amount cost from trademark

would be higher because during the process require more than 1 application stage

and electrical copy to ensure the legal right is registered.

Patent

Moreover, patent is also intellectual property for the business regarding

invention, new method, or new system for doing something, as well as offer new

technical solution to a problem. In STARdys, the invention and technical solution

in helping students to focus and study will be considered new way of doing

something and new technical solution to a problem. The total fee for patent will be

RM 5000 for documentation and professional service for the whole process of

request for grant of patent.

Trade secret

Finally, each decision maker from the business decide to apply trade secret

for STARdys because the work and system created by the team is difficult to

imitate like engineering information, processes, methods, and formula of know-
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how computer program in establishing the entire software application. Other than

that, trade secret also includes the customer and supplier list which is utterly

significant for every business and must protect by legal right. There are no

necessary for filing or legal fees in granting trade secret rights, the only cost

involved in this intellectual property is security steps required to keep the

information so that the fees will be around RM500.
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8.0 FINANCIAL PLAN

8.1 Capital Requirements for Next 3 Years

In current years, the importance of new start-up businesses has made

increase in its awareness for the growth of economy and the creation of job

opportunity in the long term. This means that the many governments have shown

its significant emphasis on the promotion of small start-up businesses. It is

broadly known that the crucial element to make a start-up business successful is

sufficient financing.

The total capital acquired by our business is amounting to RM145,000.

The primary and the easiest way to acquire the source of finance for a start-up

business is one's own savings. The four of us gather our assets and contributes

RM5,000 each from our personal assets which makes it RM20,000 in total. The

main source of capital is Cradle Investment Programme (CIP) Ignite up to RM

120,000. Another source of capital is from UTAR Young Entrepreneur Start-Up

Scheme. We have gathered a total of RM5,000 from such investment.

However, the funds we gathered will be used to finance the business where

there are payments to be made. The finance is used to meet different cost

requirements which include the cost of development and technology, the cost of

operating the business, the cost of marketing, the cost of return to partnering

universities as well as other miscellaneous costs. The marketing cost is RM15,000

in the first year where it assists in promoting our software application and

advertising services. The development and technology cost which amounting to

RM35,100 helps in developing and maintaining the software application as well as

making use of the cloud computing and servers. The general and administration

cost is RM102,560 which includes salaries of all four owners, utilities, insurance,

and other admin fees. Miscellaneous expenses amounting to RM14,165 covers

domain name registration as well as intellectual properties which include

copyrights, trademarks, patents and trade secrets. The returns for partnering

universities amounting to 3% of our revenue which is RM4,110 for the first year.

The revenue projection is based on the (the link) where there are 17,672

students currently studying in UTAR and 96% of them are undergraduate students
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amounting to around 16,965 students. For the first year's projection, we take two

third of the 16,965 students who are currently in their first and second year

amounting to 11,311 students. Each of them is multiplied by RM12 per student

per year which adds up to RM135,732. Later, RM1,200 of income earned from

advertisement posting is added to this figure which makes a total of RM136,932

as our first year's revenue. The number of students projected in the second year is

17,672 which makes it RM212,064. Then, it is added to advertisement income of

RM3,500 which make a total of RM215,564 as the second year's revenue

projection. The same number of students as from second year is projected in the

third year making it RM215,564 which will be added to advertisement income of

RM5,400, having a total of RM217,464 as the third year's revenue projection.
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8.2 Overview of Financial Projection

Pro forma income statement is a financial statement which shows the

company’s expected income and expenses. It also shows the company whether is

earning profit or recurring loss for a given period. Predicting revenue is the

toughest part of any business plan. The assumptions ought to be sensible and need

to be capable of assisting the forecast. It is used to support in generating the Cash

Flow Projections and Balance Sheets, all of which can be crucial to a business

plan.

A business can prepare it in advance to predict the future status of the

business and use pro forma profit and loss statements to calculate the financial

ratios. If the business has a one-time expense, it will considerably reduce its net

income for that year. This expenditure is not relevant in the following years.

Hence, businesses do not include such expenditure when generating the pro forma

profit and loss statement to provide analysts as well as investors a better picture of

the financial position of the business.

However, there are drawbacks. One of the essential drawbacks is that it is

only a mere projection, which refers to the uncertain future. The foundation of any

pro forma is the assumptions made. If the assumptions are misguided, it might

cause misguidance in making plans and executing them. Past information may not

usually assist to colour the appropriate image in a dynamic business world.

Businesses can exclude matters it believes that conceals the actual financial

performance.

Cash flow is the amount of money going in and out of a business. Healthy

cash flows can help to lead a business on the path to success. However, a poor or

negative cash flow can jeopardize the future of that business. If a company want

to predict business cash flow, a cash flow projection is needed to be created. A

cash flow projection could help a business to estimate the money expected to flow

in and out of the business, including all income and expenses. The cash flow

projection of most businesses typically covers a 12-month period. However,

certain businesses can create a weekly, monthly, or semi-annually cash flow

projections.

Estimating anticipating cash flows has many advantages. Some advantages

creativity a cash flow projection includes the following:
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 Able to predict cash shortage and surpluses

 Can compare business expenses and income for periods

 Help to estimate effects of business change such as hiring an employee

 Prove on ability to repay the leader on time.

 Determine if any adjustments are needed, such as reduce costs or expenses.

A pro forma balance sheet mainly focuses on the breaking down of the

estimated assets, liabilities and owner’s equities. Hence, there are 3 main concepts

that should be kept aware when creating a pro forma balance sheet, which are

predicted asset, liability and owner’s equity of the business. This gives the

business an overview on the amount of estimated asset owned by the business,

estimated liability carried by the business as well as the estimated owner’s equity

possessed by the business at the end of each year.
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8.3 Pro Forma Income Statement (3 years)

Table 8.1 Pro Forma Income Statement
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8.4 Cash Flow Projections (3 Years)

Table 8.2 Cash Flow Projection (3 Years)
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8.5 Pro Forma Balance Sheet (3 years)

Table 8.3 Pro Forma Balance Sheet
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8.6 Payback and Exit Strategy

From the financial projection above, it shows that the business will be earning

profit starting from the second year. If the business continues to earn, warmed

profit or shower named profit, it will be expanded into larger form, hiring more

employees. If the business is making money, an exit strategy lets the owner of the

business cut the stake or completely get out of the business while making a profit.

However, if the business is struggling, implementing an exit strategy or exit plan

can allow the entrepreneur to limit losses. The exit strategy which will be going to

be adopted are such as strategic acquisitions and management buyouts which are

the most suitable for this business.
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9.0 CRITICAL RISK FACTOR

9.1 Management Risks

Mobile platform updates are rolled out rapidly, mobile application should

be updated simultaneously to improve efficiency and proper utilization of

platform features. Due to pressure, various scenarios are not considered while

software is exposed to instability and security risks.

Managing risk including financial, ethical, or otherwise associated with

ineffective, destructive, or underperforming management. Management risk can

be a factor for investors who own shares in a company. Management risk may

also be referred to the risks associated with an investment fund management.

9.2 Marketing Risks

It is risky to come out with a software product that doesn’t not cater to the

market needs or suffice the customer needs. The possibility to incur loss or failure

for any duration of marketing activities, beginning from manufacturing until

promotion, may be referred as a marketing risk. It could happen in any of the

aspect such as pricing, production as well as promoting the application software.

Pricing a product incorrectly or choosing the wrong channel to advertise to a

target audience are considered as the risks in marketing management.

9.3 Operating Risks

Operating risks refers to procedural risk, which refers to the risk that

occurs in daily operational activities due to improper implementation of the

process or some external operational risk during the project development process.

For example, lack of the knowledge resources of the product, insufficient

knowledge of the staff, improper task management. The application might be

hard to operate or keep on updating due to the advanced technology is too advance

until the management is unable to afford it. If the workers could not give a proper

answer to the customer, it may influence the customer trusted. As the company

administrators should pay more attention on the list out of the brand or product.
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9.4 Financial Risks

Budget and cost estimation play a vital role in the development of any

mobile software application. It should be made clear with the clients before taking

over the project about the estimated expenses and other costs that can be incurred

in the manufacturing of the software.

The chance of losing money from a business or even an investment is

considered as a financial risk. It is a type of threat that can lead to the loss of

money to parties that may be interested. For governments, this may suggest that

they are unable to manipulate monetary policy and default on bonds or other debt

issues. .

9.5 Intellectual Property Infringement

Intellectual property infringement is the infringement or infringement of

intellectual property rights. There are several types of intellectual property, such

as copyrights, patents, trademarks, industrial designs and trade secrets. For

example, a company they do not have do the copyright to the article or edit picture,

it will cause that they copy the people content or image. Other than that, as an

administrator, while workers posting any content should make sure that there is no

copy on the image or article. This is because if people found that the content all

are copy, they can sue your company because of copyright. The company should

take more attention on the problem this is because it will damage the company

image.

9.6 Other Risks as Appropriate

Other risks as appropriate are technical and programmatic risks. Technical

risk is considered as performance risk as well as functional risk where it is mainly

related to the function of the product or the performance part of the software

product. Moreover, programmatic risks are external risks or other unavoidable

risks.
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9.7 Contingency Plans

If a company facing the crisis of their company, they can request the PR

department to write an immediate press release to the public. This is because when

they saw the press release, they can know that company is finding the way to

solve the problem. Besides, companies can invite mass media to do a conference

to explain the crisis and inform the public they are currently solving the problem

and hope the public can give sometime to them.
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11.0 Appendices

Appendix 1: Survey Cover Letter
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Appendix 2:Group Ethical Appreciation Letter -
Entrepreneurship
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Appendix 3: Survey Questionnaire
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Appendix 4: Resume
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Appendix 5: Market Research (Concept Testing)
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Appendix 6: Prototypes Pictures
Login Pages
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Feature 1: Study Mode
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Feature 2: Events
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Feature 3: Browsing Mode
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Feature 4: Incremental System
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In-App Setting & Feedback
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Appendix 7: STARdys Facebook Page
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Appendix 8: Business Registration Forms
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Appendix 9: Lease Contract & Business Location

Lease Contract
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Business Location
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Appendix 10: UTAR Young Entrepreneur Start-Up Scheme
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